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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

June 15, 2000

Lf(47fS

The Honorable Joe Barton, Chairman 
Subcommittee on Energy and Power 
Committee on Commerce 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

In a March 24, 2000 letter to you from Chairman Richard Meserve, he informed you of a 
revised application (XSNM261 1) for the export of highly enriched uranium (HEU) fuel to the 
High Flux Materials Testing Reactor at the European Commission's Joint Research Centre in 
Petten, The Netherlands. At that time, the NRC had requested the Department of State to 
complete the Executive Branch review and make a recommendation to the Commission on this 
application. A copy of their review and recommendation is enclosed for your information.  

If I can be of further assistance, please contact me.  

Sincerely, 

Dennis K. Rathbun, Director 
Office of Congresssional Affairs

Enclosure: 
As stated

cc: The Honorable Rick Boucher
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Ms. Janice Dunn Lee 
Director, Interkiational Programs 0
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission AD -
Rockville, Mary!and 

Dear Ms. I~ee: WE- e, 

I refer to the letter from your office dated March 1, 2000, requesting the views of the 
Executive Branch as to whether issuance of an export license in accordance with the application 
hereinafter described meets the applicable criteria of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as 
amended. I also refer to the Petition of the Nuclear Control Institue ("Petitioner") for Leave to 
intervene and Request for Hearing regarding the application described below.  

f4<• ." io. XS14M026! I .- Application by Transnuclear, In- for authorization to export to 
The Netwtrian.ns 140.5 kilograms of U-235 contained in 150.348 kilograms of uranium enriched 
to a maxinum of 93.45 percent in four annual tranches of 37.587 kilograms of highly enriched 
ura.ium (HEU). The HEU in the form of metal will fabricated into fuel elements by CERCA in 
France for the High Flux Reactor (HFR) in Petten, Netherlands operated by the European 
Commission's Joint Research Center (JRC).  

The proposed export to The Netherlands would take place pursuant to tt., U.S.
EURATOM Agreement for Nuclear Cooperation as confirmed in a letter dated March 31, 2000 
from EURATOM. EURATOM has complied with the conditions of its Agreement for 
Cooperation with the United States.  

The Executive Branch has reviewed the application and concluded that the requirements 
of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, have been met and that the proposed export, would -.:or be 
inimical to the common defense and security of the United States.  

The Executive Branch has reviewed the physical security measures that are applicable to 
the proposed export and concluded that physical security will be adequate. The consultations 
required under Section 133 of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, have been completed.  

It is the view of the Executive Branch that the requirements of Section 134 of the Atomic 
Energy Act, as amended, (also referred to as the Schumer amendment to the Energy Policy Act 
of 1992) for approval of HEU exports have been met for the proposed export. Section 134 adds 
the following conditions to approval of liEU exports:
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"a. The Commission may issue a license for the export of highly enriched 
uranium to be used as afuel or target in a nuclear research or test reactor only if, 
in addition to any other requirement of this Act, the Commission determines that

"(1) there is no alternative nuclear reactor fuel or target enriched in the isotope 
U-235 to a lesser percent than the proposed export, that can be used in that 

reactor; 

"(2) the proposed recipient of that uranium has provided assurances that, 
whenever an alternative nuclear reactor fuel or target can be used in that reactor, 
it will use that alternative in lieu of highly enriched uranium; and 

"(3) the United States Government is actively developing an alternative nuclear 

reactor fuel or target that can be used in that reactor.  

"b. As used in this section-

"(1) the term 'alternative nuclear reactor fuel or target' means a nuclear reactor 
fuel or target which is enriched to less than 20percent in the isotope U-235; 

"(2) the term 'highly enriched uranium' means uranium enriched to 20percent or 
more in the isotope U-235; and 

"(3) afuel or target 'can be used' in a nuclear research or test reactor if-

"(A) the fuel or target has been qualified by the Reduced Enrichment 
Research and Test Reactor Program of the Department of Energy; and 

"(B) use of the fuel or target will permit the large majority of ongoing and 
planned experiments and isotope production to be conducted in the 
reactorwithout a large percentage increase in the total cost of operating 
the reactor.  

The Executive Branch believes that the three conditions of Section 134 are met based on 
the following: 

(1). The European Commission has acknowledged that the HFR Petten can be converted from 
HEU to LEU fuel using existing qualified LEU fuels and has provided assurances that the reactor 
will be converted from HEU to LEU fuel as soon as a license has been granted by the 
Netherlands regulatory authorities and LEU fuel procured for the reactor. As detailed below, JRC 
has explained the steps required for conversion including obtaining the necessary license from 
the Netherlands regulatory authorities and procuring and testing the new LEU fuel. The 
European Commission has committed to pursue these steps in a timely manner and that in any 
case the reactor will not operate on HEU fuel after May 12, 2006.
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(2) Enclosed are copies of diplomatic notes exchanged between the U.S. Mission to the 
European Union in Brussels and the European Commission confirming the foregoing with rdgard 
to conversion of the HFR Petten.  

(3) Argonne National Laboratory has an active DOE-funded program underway which has 
developed a low-enriched uranium fuel which can be used in the HFR Petten.  

With regard to Petitioner's comments and request for a public hearing on the application, 
the Executive Branch notes the following: 

Petitioner describes itself as a nonprofit, educational corporation involved in advocating 
and publishing positions related to nuclear non-proliferation. However, it is the view of the 
Executive Branch that Petitioner has not demonstrated that it has standing in the consideration of 
the referenced license application or that its interests will be materially affected by the outcome 
of these proceedings. Moreover, the Executive Branch does not believe that Petitioner brings to 
these proceedings any essential or relevant expertise or other resources not currently available to 
the Commission.  

Petitioner cites the need for a hearing to ensure that all the provisions of the Schumer 
amendment are met by the proposed export. Petitioner has questioned the need for a four year 
supply of HEU to fuel the HFR until conversion to LEU can be completed. The Joint Research 
Centre at Petten (JRC) in its letter of May 3, 2000 responded to Petitioner's concerns. The JRC 
recalled that the European Commission in its diplomatic note on the conversion of the HFR, had 
provided assurances that the HFR will be converted from HEU to LEU fuel as soon as the Dutch 
regulatory authorities approve the conversion and LEU fuel is procured. The JRC stated that it 
will make every effort to complete the conversion as early as possible but recalled that it took 
more than 5 years for the University of Delft research reactor to obtain Dutch regulatory 
authority approval to start its LEU conversion.  

Petitioner has also expressed concern that approval of the current export request might 
allow existing supplies of excess HEU at the JRC to be retransferred to another European Union 
reactor, such as the FMR-II in Germany. JRC addressed that concern in its letter of May 3, 2000 
by pointing out that the HFR's existing HEU inventory is nearly exhausted and that the current 
export request is tailored to meet the reactor's ongoing needs on an annual basis. Regarding 
Petitioner's point that exact information on Petten's HEU inventory is needed, JRC had already 
provided detailed inventory information in support of its application.
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In addition, JRC scientists delivered a paper (copy enclosed) on the status of the 
conversion working plan for the HFR at the research reactor meeting in France earlier this yiar.  
The report described recent completion of the Phase 1 Parametric Study in coordination with 
Argonne National Laboratory to determine how to accomplish conversion with minimal increase 
in fuel cycle costs and thermal flux penalties. The final report on the Phase 1 Study will be 
submitted to Dutch regulatory authorities for review. Following completion of that review and 
regulatory authority approval, the JRC will begin Phase 2 which involves a study of 9 different 
technical aspects of LEU fuel performance. Phase 2 is expected to be completed by mid-2001.  
Phase 3, wbich is expected to be concluded by early 2003, involves necessary updating of license 
reference documentation, including the safety analysis and environmental impact study. Actual 
conversion is scheduled to start in 2003.  

In view of the foregoing, the Executive Branch recommends that the required 
determinations be made and that the requested license be issued.

Richard J. K. StratfordF 
Director 

Nuclear Energy Affairs

Enclosures: (1) Assurance letter 
(2) Diplomatic notes 
(3) JRC letter of May 3, 2000 
(4) JRC paper on the Status of the Conversion 
Working Plan
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I EUROPEAN COMMISSION 

* * •EURATOM SAFEGUARDS OFFICE 
Accounting and Auditing

EU RA-RESTRICTED 

ESO-3 JB/jb-E/351052112000

31 3. 00 

AGREEMENT FOR CO-OPERATION IN THE PEACEFUL USES OF NUCLEAR 
ENERGY BETWEEN EURATOM AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

.To: US Department of Energy Fax n*: 
NN-43, Room GA045 
Washington, DC 20585-0440 DOE: (1) 202 5861348 

Attention: Mr Rich Goorevich 
From: J. Santos Bento, Head of Unit Fax ne: 

Euratom, Luxembourg, ESO-3 
E-mail: Jean.Binck~cec.eu.int (J. B1NCK) +352 4301 33545 

A CKNO WLEDGMENT OF RECEIPT OF PRIOR NOTIFICATION 

Ref. : US DOE / NRC License XSNMO2611 (revised) 

In response to DOE prior notification dated March 21, 2000, related to NRC license No.  
XSNM02611 (Revised), the Commission confirms that CERCA, Romans-sur-Isere, France 
and H1FR, Petten, The Nethrlands, are legal persons duly authorized to receive nuclear 
material transferred pursuant to the Agreement.  

The Comminssion confirms that the nuclear material related to this license will become subject 
to the Agreement upon receipt and firther confirms that the exact quantity of nuclear material 
to be included in the inventory of nuclear material subject to the Agreement will be that 
established through exchange of information contained in Annex II and Annex III of the 
Adminaistrative Arrangcmcnt relating to the above referred transfer.

Copy: - ESA, Brussels, attn.: Ms Flingou (contract ref.: AGT/01/151) 
-US NRC, attn.: Mrs Betty WRIGHT (fax: + 1 301415 23 95) 

H I hrl' I E PJH OIZ 

d10 03AI3338 

B=timent Cube - Plateau du Kirchberg - L-2920 Luxembourg 
Telephone: direct line (+352)4301 .34798 exchange 43011 . Fax: 4301.33545 

.. . Telearaohic address: EURDOC LU 2752 ....

-Ub NKLC WXIGHT 10001
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The United St&ates Mission to -the Buropean Union 

presents its compllments.to the Pwope.r Commissioh and has 

the honor *to propose on behalf of the Government of the 

United States of America the following undcs tndinqz with 

. respect to .the aupply of frezh hishly enriched uranium (HEU)

fuel fol Lhe EFR reoearch rectcL'i, dL LUhe Joint: Research 

Centre *at Petten, -The Netherlands and the .shipment of spent 

research reactor ipel from that reactor.  

With reepect to the. supply'of fresh IEU fucl, the % 

Government cf. the United Statee of America understends that 

Lhe HFM research reactox in P£ettn can be Luu'tirLed from HEU 

tO low enriched urantum (LEU= fuel using existing'qualified 

LEU tuels, and that. the reactor will be converted tVCom -PRU 

fuel to LTU fuel as soon as the. conversion .ha been licinased 

"by regulatory authoritic3 in The, Ncthcrlands and LEU fuel 

lProcu'ed. The" overnment of the United States also 

unde-azuai% that the conve"ri.un will involve an active 

.collaboration between experts at the &joint Research Centre 

and tha'U.S. Department of Energy's National Laboratories, 

an-'ell as other experts ar .appropriate," 'and that thc 

Ruropean Coimiosion will keep the Government of the Unmied 

S•t-tec- informed of progrczme toward licenaing and con-rerzion.  

Di- its acceptance of this note, th.• European dor'iiiswiwuI 

conveys to the Government of Lhe United States iLb 

a :'svnces that zhe HYR research reactor in Petten will be 

11/01 '00 DTN 12:48 JTX/RX NR 94101 0I1002
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conv-rtned from IEU to LXEU i.uel -as boon .aS a license has been-.  

granted by the" Dutch requl.Luvey authorities and ZEU fuel 

procured for the reartor, and that the HR r.actor in Petten g 

will seek such license and fuel in a timely'manner. The 

Govez-ment. tf' the tyniited States Confirms that such 

a-surances satisfy the provisions of thi Atomic Znergy Act, 

an amtended, for the interim supply of'frezh BEV.-for use as 

fucl for the I research reactor in PetLen." -On that basis,

* uad in accarddnc'e with applicable laws and regulations ot 

the United stares "of America, the Government of the United 

States is preparad tn make its Best. efforts to make 

sufficient fresh RE availabl .to the European CommioIzion in 

order to permit full operation of the HFR reacto= in Petten 

unt•l its conversion to LEU 1w completed.. The Governmen *of 

the Vnited states re cognlzes that If it is unable to supply 

fresh HEU for the FFR: ractor in ýPt.'. the European 

ConMM .0ion will have the. optioh to use other HtTU a-railable 
".-to it to operate that reactoz.  

WiLh--.rep'tct to the acceptance of spent fuel from the 

iiFR reactor in Yet.en, the Governme'nt of the United Stnte.  

understands that, bar-ring unforeseen lieensing difficulttee 

bsynnd the control of the European.Commisvion, the: 

conversion of the RFR reaator in Pctten will be completed by 

""May 12, 200G and that in any ca6ý the 1cirLor wiil not 

operuLe on HEU after May 12, 2006.• on the basis of this 

understanding, and in accordance with thPn laWS Znd 

regulations- of the Unitepd States. the Government of the 

United .Star_-s of. America i". prepa'ed. in principle to accept', 

fpr stongP. And dipozition. n the United states, spent 

nuclear fuel acscmbliec from the HFR research reactor in I " 

Petten produced from ua'anlum eitr.ched in the United Statea.  

All REU and LEU' spent nuclear fuel 9ene:;eLed aL the HJF 
11/01 '00 DIN 12:43 1=/1[ NR, 0410] Q0o03



reactor in Pettan, odcaontainIng ut•ahum enriched in the 

United States and meeting program eligibility =qu-Lzrments., 

will be dcru- Ld.* by the Government of the United States, 

subject to the proviso in the folnowing paragraph, as long' 

as the spent muc1l.nr fu.-.l is discha=ged from the reactor no 

later tha'n iday 12, 2006 and shipments to tla.. United -states 

are completed no 2atcr'than May 12, 2009. .LEU spent nuclear 

fuel will not be accepted until- all REU uyeziL nuclei,, fuel I 
-has been a.cCwýLed, unless the Government of the United 

states and the European Commission agree that extenuating 

circumstances rela.te. tn fo•.ign resear=ch reactor spent 

nucleir fuel acceptance program requirements have arisen to

xeauix-c otharwiaco.  

The Guvex••'r.u'L of Llie United States will make every 

reasonable effort to accept all eligible spent fuei from the 

* .RP .-ActMr. in Pettený by the proeram deadline of May 12, 

2009. However, because of limited chipping capa•ilitica, 

the Government 6f the United States may be unable to accept 

fuel, Cl.gSib3e for .hipmtnt to Llh United tatt. if Lou indny" 

facilities try to sphedute their shipments too close to the 

program deadline. It'at*the end ot the U:S. acceptane..  

program., U.S. origin IMU reainn in The Netherlands, the 

Govcrnmcnt of the United States and t~ie European Commi'sion 

authorities will consult, concerning its dlisjition, .  

optio11l uLh•L t1han. shipment to the United States.  

The above assurances by the European Conmmi-iion to 

convert the HFR research rea.tn'r i.. Petten to LEU fuel u-ill 

cpa•e, to be effective if t•e Government of the United state " 

in rio.-in a p-sition, to supply HEU rQcquired to futl t• * .  

"~r@..tor. until its'full conversion t6 LEU, or to accept the 

.phyaical delivery of .spent.nuc•.ear fuel from the HFR rieactoz 
11/01 '00 DIN 12:48 IT%/R1 NR 94101 Qoo04



In Petrten which satisties. program eqimet speci'fied in' 

this nente and contained in the Dipartinent of Energy :acoZd 

of decision for theB eironmental* inF;%ct statement. on, a 

proposed nuclear weaponi non-ýproliferation -pollcy 4~uwacerning 

f .oreign r~seazch reactow iepaut nuclear fuel.' ssued on M~ay 

13; 1.996..  

The *United Sia~t~eq Mi~si on to the European~ Union 

requests on. behalf of the Governmant, f the United Statoo of 

7~mcz-ic.a that the European* CoTr~imisioz1 confirm that it* shares 

these unde-rata~ndinga.  

* . The United States, TMissaon to the Eiiropean Union avails 

ifs4-1f nf this opportunity to.renew to th.e European 

commidssion the. assurances of ita-highest cone'ide-ration.

United Stazeb Mission to-the Buropean Union 
n-nissp.l ; January 3, 2000

I.

11/01 '00 DIN 12:48 (TI/P-I NR
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* ". ROPEAN COMM SION o* , 

D(O) no 41 

The l•uopean Commislou pIzeub' ib tomplimets to The United Stares Mission to Ebe 
European Union- and has the honour .to acknowlr gc receipt of its note of todaJy'r date 
which reade as follows: 

"The United States Mission to the European Uhiou presents its compliments to ike 
Ewupcau Conui6iun and has the hondr to propose on behalf bf the Govermnent 
-of the Unitod States of Ani-rica the following undtandaxns .with &ipm-L. to the 
supply of freh highly enmiched uranium C(fU.) fuel for the MR rcsearch rcactor at.  
the. Joint Research' Centre at Petua, The Nethezlamds and the shipment of .spent 
research reactor tuel trom that reactor.  

*I 

With respect to the supply of fresh HEM fuel, the Coycrnment of the United Srares 
of America underitands thac the HM. research reactor in Petten can bc converted 
from IHEU to low enriched uranium (LEU) fuel. using existing qualified LEU fuels, 
and that the reactor will be* converted from lIEU fuel tot LEU fuel as soon as the 

-conversion has been licensed by regulatory authoritie. in The Netherlands and LlE 
fuel procufed..- The'GoV'emment. bf the tnited States- also understand.s that the 
convcrsion ,will involve ai acLive c6llaboration between experts at. the Joint 
•Rsacah Centre and the U.S. Dcpar.,mont of Elnergy's National Laburaiorics. as 
well as other experts- as apprqpriate, and that the European Commission will keep 
the G•vemrnment of the United. States informed of prqgess" toward licensing and, 
coniverzioln.  

By its acceptance of this note, the European Couunisslun convoys to the 
Government of the United State, its assuranacs that the =, rsearch re-a-tor in 
Petten. will be converted from HEU to LEU fuel as soon .as a license ba been* 
granted by the Dutch regulatory authorities and L•U fuel procured for the reactor, 
and th'at the .HFR reactor in Pettaen will seek such license =nd fuel in a .timely 
manner. The Government of the United States confirms that such asuranweR satisfy 

. tlih pruvisioin of the Atomi Enezgy Act, as amended, for tbm. interim supply of 
fresh HELU for u=c.a fuel for the H Rtr..search reaitor iu Pueun. On that basis, and 
in aCCordance with Applicable laws and regulations of the United States of Aie.iv, 
the Government of the United States is prepared to r-make its bo.t cfforts to make 
sufficient fresh HLEU available to the Europe•n Commission in order to permit full 
operataon of the HFR reactor in Petten until its conversion to LEU is completed.  
The Government of the United Stater. recoLgni.e.a that if it is unable.to" supply -fresh 
HEU for the lWR reactor lnTPetten. the European Commission will have the op1ion 
to use othr= I:U available to it.to uwrv c that a.actor.  

With respect to the acceptance of spent TIel from the H'FR reactor in Pexten. the.  
Guvcrncnunt of the United. .raets understands that. barring unforeseen licensing 
difficulties beyond the control of the Europ.an Comai!i4iou, the couvcznion of O.x 
HFR reacnor in, Petten will be completed by May 12, 2006. and that-in any case the 
rae.rtor *will not operate on NIEU after May 12, 2006. On th. basic of duzi 
understanding, and in acrordance, wii the laws and regulations of the .United 

S00.1 
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States, the Govcznment of tho Unht•d States of America is prepared in priociple to 
=n-Tet 'For Actore =td disposibayt ini the. United gta=c,* *Pcot zl~rjca fuel 
assemblies from the YR =rsearch reactor 'in Paten produced from -mnium 
enrithed in the •ThnieA States. All TMU and LFU spent nuclear fuel- generated at the 
HTR reactor in Petten, and contaimnng uranium enriched in the 1niteA Stat.s and 
rnering program" eligib•lt requirements, will be acc2=ePd by the Government of 
ihb Unit•d SatEs,.subjcct to the proviso In the follow•ng paragraph, as long as te 
spznt nuclear fucl is dischargzd froiA the ieactor no latcr than May 12, 2006 and 
shipments to the United SmbE. arm completed no later than May 12, 2069. LEU 
spent nuclear fuel will not be accepted until all lIEU spent nuclear fuel has been 
arrepted. unless.: the Government of the United Stvtes and .the European 
Commission agree that extenuating circurngtances related to forpign research 
reactor spent nuclear flel ac.ceptance progr•m requirements have grlsen to require 
otherwise.  

The Government of the United States ;Wi make every reasonable effort to ..j.cept 
all eligible spent fuel from the HFR reactor in Petten by the prograxn-deadline ot 
May 12, 2009. How*cver, because of limited sbpping .capabl~llfes. the Government 
of the Urnited Stat.s may b= auable to a cCpt furl cligib•e for shipment to the 
United Statcs if too many facilities try to schedule their shipments too close to tlle 
progrm deadline. If at the chd of the U.S. =ceptanoe progranm, .US. origin = 
remains in The Netherlands, the Government of dte United St&. and the Euiope&= 
C.nmm'i.4tinn antharitits will cronsult, conceming ir.s disposition, options other than 
shipment to the United States.  

The above assurances by the European Commission to convert the HIR.rcscar=h 
reactor in Petten to .EU fuel will ease -to be effective if the Government of the 
Tiriteld $tates-.is riot in a'position to supply B]EU required to fuel the reactor until its 
full conversion to LEU. br to accept the physical delivery of .qnt nuclear fuel fomn 
the BTR reactor in Per,,en which satisfies program requirements specifed" in this 
iiolc and. contai•id in lh'e Depament of Energy .rwcord of. decision for. the 
cnvironmnntal impact starcment on a proposed nuclear weapons non-pruliferation 
policy concerning foreign research reactor apent nuclear fuel issued' oh MNay 13, 
1996.  
Th -Uit.d Stcs Missiou to the European Union rmquests 'on bchalf of the 

S.Covernment of the United Staitcs. of America- that the ]uropi.n Commission 
confirm that it sham-e thc:.e undcrstandinv." 

The European Commission has the honour to confirm that It Sbares the understandings of 
this note and requests you kindly to nansmlt this confirmation to your Gov.ernmelt." 

The European Commission avails itself of this opportunity to renew to Ile United States 
Mi.sion ro the Buropean Uninn.thi askuranees of its highe-c, cnnsideration..  

For the COmm 0 .ofthe Ew~opean Comnmuntida 

fP~ebP., t J. Aligp.io.r " .  

Director General ofthe Joint Research CenTre 
Brnssels, ; aOwnuary 2000 

I.

11/01 '00 DIN' 12:&S [Il/PX NIR 941o] Eo007
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EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
DIRECTORATE GENERAL JRC 
JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE 

Institute for Afamed MxIarials 
,FR Unit

Pietten, May 4, 2000 
HFRJAG/0005.04.01

"To: The Office of General Council 
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Attn: Ms. Karen Cyr 
Fax: 001 301 415 3200 

Office of the Secretary 
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Attn: Mr. Emile Julian 
Fax: 00 1301 415 1672

"The Executive Secretary 
US Department of State 
Attn: Ms. Kristie Kenney 
Fax: 00 1 202 647 5620 

Cc : Transnuclear, Inc.  
Attn: Mr. John Mangusi 
Fax: 001 914 347 5170

4LE(~ r
Subject: NCI intervention 

Please find attached a letter with annex conceming the above mentioned subject. The 
original letter will be sent by express mail.

J. Guide~z 
Head of HFR Unit 

Pages: Cover + 8 

PO OcK 2. 7SS ZG Pef-'l. The 14eW•ireds 
Switchboard ,.31 224 5655" - Direc .31 224 565151 - Fax .31 224 561449 

E-mraut aue2@ji.fr

4,0-11 C)o - ->44 t;014 ý4,e t)ieo
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EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
DiRECTORATE GENERAL JRC 
JOINT RESEARCH CENTIM 

*CroiczI nstitute for Advanced MateMis 
HFR Unit 

Petten, May 3,2000 
HFR/AG/0005.03.01 

To: The Office of General Council 
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Office of the Secretary 
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

The Executive Secretary 
US Department of State 

Cc : Transnuclear, Inc.  

Subject: NCI intervention concerning HEU export license for Petten 

On April 6, 2000 the Nuclear Control Institute (NCI) submitted an amendment to a petition 
for leave to intervene and request for hearing in the matter of Transnuclear. Inc.. License 

No. XSNM 02611, concerning export of highly enriched uranium (HEU) to the High Flux 
Reactor (HFR) of the Joint Research Centre (JRC) at Petten in the Netherlands.  

In that amended petition NCI does not oppose the export of HEU to the Petten reactor, but 
it raises questions with regard to the following issues : 
- compliance with the Schumer Amendment to the Atomic Energy Act 
- the conversion period 
- any HEU excess 

Our response concerning these issues Is as follows.  

1. Compliance with the Schumer Amendment to the Atomic Energy Act 
In January 2000 the Government of the United States and the European Commission (to 
whom the JRC belongs) signed and exchanged diplomatic notes concerning conversion of 
the HFR to low enriched uranium (LEU), supply of fresh HEU for the HFR and acceptance 
of spent fuel from the HFR. In these diplomatic notes (see Annex) the European 
Commission conveyed its assurances that the HFR will be converted from HEU to LEU fuel 
as soon as a license has been granted by the Dutch regulatory authorities and LEU fuel 
has been procured. The Government of the United States on the other hand confirmed that 
such assurances satisfy the provisions of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, for the 
interim supply of fresh HEU for use as fuel for the HFR. On that basis the Government of 
the United States would be prepared to make its best effort to make sufficient fresh HEU 
available to the European Commission in order to permit full operation of the HFR at Petten 
until its conversion to LEU is completed.  

pO Bax2, 1755 ZG PetitenThe Nethtearids 
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2. The conversion period 
In the diplomatic notes mentioned above it is stated that the Government of the United 
States understands that, barring unforeseen licensing difficulties beyond the control of the 
European Commission, the conversion of the HFR at Petten will be completed by May 12, 
20DB.  

Of course the JRC will make Its best efforts to complete the conversion as early as 
possible. However the actual conversion can only start when a license has been granted by 
the Dutch regulatory authorities and LEU fuel has been procured. In this connection it is to 
be mentioned that it took more than 5 years before the research reactor of the University of 
Delft in the Netherlands obtained a license needed to start LEU conversion of that reactor.  

On the basis of that experience and the amount of work to be done the European 
Commission applied, through Transnuclear, Inc., for a United States export license for 4 
years supply of HEU anticipating that this Is needed to continue operation of the HFR until 
its conversion to LEU is completed.  

3. Any HEU excess 
In the check list added to the export license application information is given concerning the 
inventory of HEU belonging to the HFR, the date when that Inventory will be expended and 
consequently the date when the requested new fuel will be needed. From that information it 
is clear that the new fuel is urgently needed, and that this new fuel will not free up any HEU 
for possible retransfer to another reactor. The quantity for which an export license has been 
applied is just sufficient to cover the requirements of the HFR and there will be no room for 
any significant excess HEU to be acquired. Furthermore the HEU will not be ordered at one 
go, but yearly and progress on the conversion studies will be reported in the annual RERTR 
meetings (see also RERTR 1998 and 1999).  

If any further information is needed, please do not hesitate to contact us.  

Yours sincerely, 

J. Guidez 
Head of HFR Unit 

Annex: Copy of diplomatic notes 
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*No. 100.  

The United States Mission to-the Euroiean Union 

presents its compliments .to the Europeani Commissioh" and has 

the honor t.o propose on behalf of the Governmezt of the 

. United States of Ameriea the following understandings with 

. respect to .the supply of fresh highly enriched uranium (HEU)

fuel for the HFR re'search reactor at the* Joint Research 

Cntre "at Petten, .The Netherlands and the'.shipment of spent 

research reactor fiuel from tha.t reactor.  

With respect to the. supply'of fresh HEU fuel, the 

Government ol' 6he United States of America understands that 

the MFR research reactor in Petten cnn be converted from HSU 

to low enriched uranium (LZU) fuel usin4 existing'qualified 

* LEU fuels, and that, the reactor will be converted fzom EU.  

fuel to LSU fuel as soon as the conversion .has been licensed 

"by regulatory authorities in The Netherlands and LEU fuel 

.procured. The Government of the United StaTes also 

understands that the onversion will involve an active 
.collaboration between experts at the Joint Research Centre 

and the U.S. Department of Energy's National Laboratories, I 
as'well as other experts as -appropriate.* 'and that the 

Buropean Cot*miss.ion will keep the Government of the United 

S tbtes informed of progres's toward licensing and conversion.  
S * 

Bj its acceptance of this note, thie European 'omviissioni 

conveys to the Government of the United States Its I 

assurances that the HFR research reactor in Petten will be 
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ionverted .from HEU to LZU iuel -a&* "boon as a li'cenme, has been'.' 

granted by the Dutah regulatory authorities and LEZ fuel ." 

procured for* the reactor, amd that the EFR reactor in Petten .  

will seek"such license and "uel in a timely manner- Tlhe 

Gove=nmeni of the United States confizms that such 

assurances satisfy the ýrcyisions of the; Atomic Energy Act.  

as amended, for the interim supply of freah HEU..for use as e 

fuel for the 1WR research reactor in Peatten.' On that basis, 

and in accordance with applicable laws and regulatijons of 
the United States of Amierica, the Governzmnt of the United 

States is prepared to make its beat, efforts to make 

sufficient fresh REV available ,to the European Commission in 

order to permit full operation of the ER reactor in Petten 

until its conversion to LZU is completed.. The Governmen 'of.  

the United States recognizes that if it is unable to supply 

fiesh HEU for the RE: reactor in" Pettemr, the European 

Commiseicin will have the. optici; to use other REU avaii-able 

"..to it to operate that reactor.  

" With'.-esp'ct to the acceptance of spent fuel frým the 

S RR reactor in Petten, the Government 'of the Uni.ted States .  

understands that, barring unforeseen ll.censing difficulties 

beyond the control of the European'Commission, the, A 

conversion -of the EPR reabtor in Petten will be compaeted by " 

'May 22, 2006 and that in any qaseh the reactor wil2: zot 

operate on HIU aft'.r May 22, 2006. On the basis of this 

understanding, and in accordance with the laws and 

regulations. of the United States, the Government of the 

United States of; America is prepareed in principle to accept.  

fpr stora. e and dispositionin the Unit•d states' spent 

nuclea= fuel assimblies T~omn the FRM research reactor iLn 

Petten produced from uranium e6ichad in the United States. " 

All REU and LEtU spent nuplear fuel generated at the HR1 
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reactor in Petten, and containi.ng uraiium en iched in the 

United States ana marnating p-ograr, eligibility r'equirements, 

will be accepted, by the Government of the United states, 

"subject tb the proviso in the following paragrmaph, as long 

as the spent nuclear fuel is diicharged from the reactor no 

later than May 12, 2006 and shipments to the. United -States 

are comrpleted no 2ater-than May 12, 2009. LEU Bpentnuclaea~r 

* fuel will not be accepted until- all EEU spent nuclear fuel 

• - has seen acceipted," unless the Goyernment of the United .5 

States and the European Commission agree that extenuating 

circumstances'related to for&ign research reactor spent ..  

nuclear fuel acceptance program requirements have arisen to- A 

"require otherwise." .•

The Governmelt of the United States will ma)e every 

reasonable .effort to accept all eligible spent fuel from the 

RFR reactor. in Petten' By the program deadline of May 12, 

2009. However, because of limited shipping capabilitims, 

"the Government 6f the United States may be unable" to accept 

fuel, ellgible for shipment to the United States if too many.  

facilities iry to sichedule their shipments too close to the 

program deadline. Zf'at"the end of the US. acceptance 

program, U.S. origin 7U remains in The Netherlands, the "I 

Government of the United States and tbhe European Commission 

authorities wlll consult, concerning its disposition. .  

options other than. shipment to the United States. " 

The above assurances by the European Commission to 

convert the XPR research reactor i.n Petten to LEU fuel will 

cease to be effective if the Government of the United States 

is zot In a pbsitio-. to supply NEU required to fuel the * 
S*reaato=.unt11 its full conversion t6 LEU, or to accept the

physical delivery of .spent-nuclear fuel from the HFR reaccto 
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United Stateb Mission to- the European Union 
Brussels, January 3, 2000

I
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in Petten.whicb satisfies. program "•equiremnents apecified in 

this note and contained in the Department of Energy record 

of decision for the environmental imTpact sta•tement on'a 

proposed nuclear weapons non-proliferation .policy concerning 

foreign risearcb reactor bpent nuclear fuel Issued on May 

13: S1999 ." 

The United States Mission to the European Union 

requests on.bealf of the Gove-mentof the United States of 

America that the European'C.oniiesion confirm that it* shares 

- these understandings.' 

The United States. Mission to the European'Union avails 

itself of.this opportunity to .renew to the European 

Commission the. assurances of its highest con.id~eration.
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EUROPEAN COMMISSION 

D(0) nW 41 

The European Commission j•rescnts its dompliments to The United States Missio' to the 
European Union- and has the honour to acknowledge receipt of 'its note of today's date 
which reads, as follows: 

"Tie United States Mission to the European Ufion presents its compliments to &C 
European Co-rnission and has the hondr to propose on behalf bf the Government 
of the United States of America the following .undertandings with rspect to the 
supply of fresh highly enriched uraz=m CHVU) fuel for the B research reactor at 
the Joint •.esearcl Centre at Pettn, The Netherlands and the shipment of spent 
zesearch reactor fel from that reactor.  

- I 

W4. respect to the supply of fresh I= fuel. ihe Gowerment of the United Sin-s 
of America underitands that the HFR rescarch reactor in Petten can be converned 
from HEU to low enriched uranium (LU) fuel.usm existipg qualibed LEU fuels.  
and'that the riactor will bec*z)vczttd from IEU f6e tQ LEU fuel as soon as the 

-conversion has been licensed by regulatory authorities in The Netherlands and LEU 
fuel procured.. The 'ov'emment of the United Staies also understands that the 
conversion will involve an active c.laboration between experts at, the Joint 
-Research Centrae and the U.S. Departnent of Emergy's National La.oraories, as 
well as other experts as apprqpriato, and that the European Commission will keep 
the Governmenr of the United States informed of pNrops toward licensing and
conversion.  

By its azceptance of this note, the European Commission conveys to the 
Government of the United Smtes its assmrnces that the IIFR research ractor in 
Penen will be convened from HEU to LEU fuel as soon as a license has been' 
granted by the Dutch regulatory authorities and LEU fuel procured for the reactor.  
and tbat the .HFR reýactor in Prtten will seek such license and fAwl in a timely 
manner. The Governmen of the United States confrms that such assurances satisfy 
the provisions of the Ato.mic Energy Act, as amended, for the. interim supply of 
fresh HEU for use.as fuel for the HFR research reactor in Petten. On that basis, and 
in accordance with applicable laws ard regulations of the United States of Ame'rica, 
the Government of the United States is prepared to maie its best efforts to make 
sufficient fresh HU available to the European Commission in order to permit full 
operation qf the HY r .aqr in Patten until its cpnversion to LEU is completed.  
The Government of the United States recognises that if it is unable.to" supply fresh 
HEU for the MFR reactor in eatten: the European Commisdon will have the option 
to use other IE]U available to it-to operate that reasctor.• 

With reapect to the acceptance of spen. foe3 from the*'1HPreactor in Pe.ttn, the 
Government of the United,:.atzes understands tha, .barring unforeseen licensing 
difficulti's beyond the control of the European Commission, the conversion of the 
HFR reactor In Petten will bi completed by May 12, 2006 and thai .in any case the 
reacwor "will not opera.e on HBLY after May 12, 2006. On the basis of this 
"understanding, and in accordance wibh she laws and regulations of the .United 

1 1N 
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States, the Government of tdc.United States of Am=ica is Paredainpinciple to 
accept, for storate and dis4?ivn in fhs& United Staes. 0¶~ eulor fte! 

ssemVnbPiS W-o the H escli reictor 116 iee produmd from Wianlmd 
eraiched In the United States. All BE? and LEU spent nuclear fuel- generated at the 

SWR reactor in.Pettrn, and omining uranium edched in the United Statqs and 
meeting prog•amB e.igili1" riremenzt, wilf be' accepted.by the Government of 
the United Stat, subject to the proviso in die followiug paragraph, as long as the.  
spent nuclear fuel 'is discharged from the reactor no later than May 12, 2006 and 
shiýments to the United Statws are copleted no Water than May 12, 20019. IBU 
spent nuclear fuel will not be accepted until all H-U spen. nuclear fuel has been 
accepted, unless: the Government of the United States .and .the European 
Commission agme that extenuating circumstances related to foreign research 
ractar spent nuclear fuel aocreptance program zequirements have brisen to requie 
otherwise.  

The Government of the United Staes will xnake. every reasonable effort to .accept 
an eligible spent furl from the R rnakttm" in Petten by the preg adeladlin of 
May 12, 2009. However .because of limited shipping capabilftles, the Government 
of the United States may be unable to accept fuel eligilbc for shipment to th= 
United States if too many facilities try to scheule their shipments too close to the 
program deadline. If at the e'nd of the U.S. acceptance program..U.S. or• BEU 
remains in The Netherlands, the Govennmnt of the United Stk-s and the Euo pean 
Commission anthorities will consult, concerning its disposition. options other than 
shipment to the United Staoes.  

*The ,above assurances b* the European Comrmission to convert the HYR.research 
martor in Petten t6 LEU fuel will cease io be effective If the Govýrnmnnt of the 
United $mttes.is not in a'position to supply B. required to fuel the reactor until its 
full conversion to LEt., or to accept the physical delivery of spent nuclear fuel ]om 
the HFR reactor in Penen which sarisfics program requirements specied in this 
note and .contained in the Deparmnet of Energy record of. decision f6r- the 
e•vuzonmeutal impact stazement on a proposed nuclear wespons von-prolifeation 
policy concelming foreign research reactor spent nuclar fuel issuedMon May 13.  
1996.  

The United States Mission to the European Union requests ,on behalf of the 
S.Government of the United States. of Ameria. that the European Commission 
confirm that it shares these unxdersandinss." 

The European Commission has the bonour to eonfir that it shames the understandin]s of 
this note and requests you kindly to transmit this eoýfulmadon to yaw Gov.ernent. ., .  

* The European Commission avalls itself of this opportunity to reneW to T=e United Stafes 
Mission to the European Union.thi asiurazces of itý bigbest consideration..  

For the cb~mmiri " o pan Coftmunwiers 

He~bc.,r J.Adllgeier " " , 
Director General of the Joi•. Resadrejh Cemre • I * .russefLr. JOJanwuay2000 
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ABSTRACT 

The conversion from HEUto LEU has often many disadvantages: flux penalties, increase of 
fuel consumption, cost and delay topolfain a new license, etc. But to fulfill the non- • 

th proliferation programme, and to simplify the future fuel supply, the HFR renewed in 1998 
"ýYstudies on conversion possibilities.  

To minimise the conversion costs, these studies were made with a progressive conversion 
that avoids the need of one new core and permits to begin the conversion with a 
replacement of 5 elements at each cycle. Hence the conversion can be made in 7 cycles, 
without special elements and with a normal bum-up for each element. To avoid an increase 
of fuel consumption, an increase of the fuel cycle length from 24.7 to 28.3 days was also 
considered. This point allows to reduce the number of annual cycles from 11 to 10 and 
enables in one cycle to have the possibility of four successive irradiations for Molybdenum 
production (7 days) in one irradiation position.  
A working plan for fuel licensing has been sent to the safety authorities and is presented in 
the paper.  

1. Introduction 

The High Flux Reactor (HFR) Petten, the Netherlands, belonging to the Institute of Advanced 
Materials of the Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission is one of the most 
powerful multipurpose materials testing reactors in the world.  
JRC as owner of the HFR and license holder is responsible for all supplementary programme work.  
Reactor operation, maintenance and commercial exploitation are subcontracted to the Nuclear 
Research and consultancy Group (NRG) being a daughter company of the Netherlands Energy 
Research Foundation (ECN) and KEMA, the Netherlands.  

2. General 

The HFR is a pool-in-tank type, Tight water cooled and moderated Research Reactor (RR), operated at 
a nominal power of 45 MW. In operation since 1962 and following a complete refurbishment in 
recent years, the HFR has a technical lifetime beyond the year 2015.  
The reactor provides a variety of irradiation positions [1]: in the reactor core, in the reflector region 
and in the poolside. Horizontal beam tubes are available for fundamental and medical research. This 
research is performed in close co-operation with the Interfaculty Research Institute of the Delft (NL) 
University. Excellently equipped hot-cell laboratories on the NRG-site together with additional 
nuclear facilities such as a Low Flux Reactor and a Decontamination and waste treatment facility, 
have led to the unique HFR structure in which NRG and JRC are co-operating with the aim to adopt a



more market oriented approach and to offer their long standing and recognised competence to the 
medical, industrial and scientific world.  
With at least 275 full power days per year and safe, reliable and predictable operation following the 
annual programme, the HFR is the major radioisotope supplier in Europe. Roughly 60% of the 
treatments/diagnoses within Europe make use of the variety of radioisotopes produced at the HFR 
leading to approximately 7 million treatments in Europe per year.  

The present operation schedule consists of 11 cycles of 28,days (24.7 days of full power and 3.3 days 
of maintenance, core reloading and check-out procedure) and 2 maintenance stops of about 4 weeks.  
The yearly operational programme is followed as closely as possible to offer the customers a 
predictable time table for experimental and isotope production planning.  

3. Back-ground 

3.1 Historical review 
At the first criticality in 1961 the reactor was started with a ,,US-fuel cycle" as many other RR. HEU 
was provided by the USA and the spent fuel returned by more or less well established shipments. Life 
seemed to be easy at that time.  
Although the HFR staff has been actively involved in the RERTR-programme since the beginning of 
the research towards a LEU fuelfycle, it was decided not to convert to this LEU fuel in the eighties 
for a number of reasons: 
* Quality of fuel: the use of LEU fuel for reactors which have been designed to operate with 

HEU has disadvantages with respect to neutronic performance, Pu-production and 
reprocessing.  

* Costs of conversion; the conversion process costs a lot of time and money while the outcome 
was not always beneficial for the performance of the reactor in terms of thermal flux.  

* Political reasons; the beginning of the period of conversion was rather strange. While all 
converted European reactors had to pay the penalties (loss of flux, money and time) the US 
authorities stopped the return of foreign spent fuel to the USA. Furthermore very few US 
based reactors were scheduled to convert at this time, effectively giving them a commercial 
advantage.  

* Independence; the US policy was not discussed with parties involved but more or less 
imposed.  

In conclusion the decision was taken to use the HEU fuel available in Europe, to continue operation 
without conversion of the reactor and to participate in the central organisation for radioactive waste in 
the Netherlands, in order to take care of the back-end of the fuel cycle.  

3.2 HFR fuel cycle 
Compared to the eighties, the current situation with respect to the fuel cycle has changed 
significantly: 
* fresh uranium supply: it has become more and more difficult to purchase HEU fuel. Although 

Russian HEU fuel has become available on the market, due to the difficult formal procedures, 
this does not provide a reliable option for the future of the HFR.  

* sent fuel return/storage: with the renewal of the US spent fuel return policy a positive sign 
was given to the RR community. Although the return option is limited in time and has 
financial constraints it provides a solution for the urgent spent fuel problems at the HFR.  

* delay in construction of HABOG facility; temporary storage of spent fuel in MTR-2 
containers is necessary, which is subject to political discussions.  

Taking into account the need to assure the HFR fuel cycle as well as the public and political opinion 
being strongly in favour of conversion the decision was made by the European Commission to 
reconsider the possibility to convert the HFR.  
Immediately after this decision a project was started for the conversion consisting of 3 phases, i.e.:



* phase i: parametric study to define the optimum LEU-element 
* phase 2: technical qualification of the conversion 
* phase 3: review and update of license reference study 
This three phase approach was submitted to the Dutch competent Authorities and consent was 
granted.  

4. Phase 1: Parametric study 

4.1 Introduction 
Already at the start of the RERTR program the first studies were~performed on the possible 
conversion of the HFR [2]. More recently a new contract was given to AEA Technology (Winfrith, 
UK) to investigate possible HFR conversion based on both U3Si 2 and the newly developed UMo-fuel.  
Although this latter fuel is not yet qualified and is part of the recenfRERTR- development, it looks 
promising for non-converted reactors. This AEA study confirmed results of earlier studies [3], [4].  
Following political discussions and the approval by the US-DOEof the diplomatic notes on HFR 
conversion, HEU supply and spent fuel policy, a cooperation between Argonne National Laboratory 
and Petten site was established determine the optimum LEU fuel design based on U3Si2 fuel.  
Objectives of the HFR conversion studies are: 
* minimal changes of fuel cycle cost (back-end/front-end); 
* minimal penalties on thermal flux (m-core and PSF); 
* short planning and implementati6h program.  

4.2 Boundary conditions 
The cooperation between ANL and NRG/JRC resulted in narrowing the scope of work performed by 
AEA Technology with the following boundary conditions: 
* progressive core conversion: for economic reasons a progressive core conversion will be 

applied; 
* geometry of fuel element: due to progressive core conversion the pressure drop of HEU and 

LEU element should be the same; 
* type of fuel: fuel meat will be composed of U3Si 2 - Al with a max. density of 4.8 g.cm' 3; 
* coolant gaps: coolant gaps in fuel element and fuel section of control rod must be the same for 

thermal hydraulic reasons; 
* limited flux penalties for scientific and commercial application; 
* increase length of cycle to reduce fuel consumption.  

4.3 Results 
Based on the boundary conditions given in §4.2 a limited number of parameters remains to achieve 
the most economic core conversion i.e.  

* • length of cycle: by increasing the cycle length from 24.7 days to 28.3 days the number of 
cycles per year will be reduced thus leading to improved fuel cycle economics. Furthermore 
an optimum planning for specific commercial isotope irradiations can be achieved; 

* • number of plates per element: the number of plates per element and coolant gaps are directly 
linked. For thermal reasons the number of plates should be as high as possible; 

• meat/cladding thickness: by defining the coolant gaps and the number of plates the thickness 
"is immediately fixed. Minor changes can be achieved by slight variations of meat and 
cladding thickness; 

* type and amount of burnable poison: burnable poison is used to compensate for excess 
reactivity and to manage the control rod movement in the course of a cycle. Based on HFR 
experience Boron and Cadmium are suitable burnable poissons to be incorporated in the side 

* plates.  
density of U3Si1 is 4.8 g.cmr3 

* The combined efforts of the nuclear specialists from ANL and NRG have led to the following 
optimum design of the LEU fuel element resp. LEU fuel follower of the control rod: 13
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type of uel/density U3Si2 - Al 
• number of fuel plates (FE/CR) 20/17 

* meat thickness 0.76 mm 
* cladding thickness 0.38/0.57 mm 
* coolant gaps 2.46 mm 
* type of burnable poisson Cd-wires 
* amount of burnable poisson 40 x 600 x 0 Q.5 mm 

5. Phase 2 Technical qualification 

After completion of phase 1, which is scheduled for the end of March 2000, the final report on the 
parametric studies will be submitted to the Dutch competent licensing Authorities. Immediately after 
their consent is obtained phase 2 will be formally started. During this phase 9 different technical 
aspects will be studied to cover all technical questions related to this new fuel. These points can be 
classified as: 
* design drawings, ordering and hydraulic measurements of 2 industrial prototype elements; 
* in-pile testing of 2 industrial prototype elements to prove industrial manufacturing practice; 
* bibliographic review of U 3Si 2 fuel behaviour; 
* thermal hydraulic calculations to verify DNB resp. BDC safety limits.; 

continued neutronic calculations during the foreseen progressive core conversion; 
* influences on HFR utilisation for both industrial and scientific applications (safety criteria 

and shift of spectrum); 
• consequences on the fuel cycle (front and back end); 
*• mechanical criteria such as loading of lower grid plate, handling tools and control rod drop 

time; 
* consequences on accident/incident calculations (change in source term, core transient 

behaviour).  

* jAll aspects will be covered in parallel as far as technical feasible and should finally result in the 
complete knowledge of all technical aspects of the conversion. The results of phase 2 will become 
available by mid 2001.  

6. Phase 3: License reference study 

The conversion study will lead to a large amount of paper work such as the update of the HFR's 
license reference documentation: 
* description of the plant 
0 safety analysis report 
* technical specification 
* environmental impact study 

The necessary work to complete phase 3 starting mid 2001 will be fully integrated in the HFR Safety 
Reevaluation. Actual conversion is scheduled to start in 2003.  

7. Conclusions 

On bases of the results achieved so far it can be concluded that: 
the design of the optimum LEU fuel element is nearing completion; only some minor 
technical details need to be finished; 

* preliminary results indicate that conversion of the HFR is technical feasible with limited 
consequences with respect to thermal flux; 
as soon as the design is fixed, 2 prototype elements will be ordered at CERCA and tested in 
the reactor;

I



cost of the LEU fuel cycle could be decreased with respect to front end and back end costs by 
increasing the cycle length to 28.3 days; 

0 with an increased cycle length the strength of the HFR as Europe's major irradiation facility 
will not be jeopardised; 

0 with the conversion of the HFR a significant reduction of the world wide annual HEU 
consumption will be achieved; 

* the exchange of Diplomatic Notes also allows the return of spent fuel to DOE Savannah 
River.  
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Washington, DC 20555 

Executive Secretary 
U.S. Department of State 
Washington, DC 20520

Eldon V.C. Greenberg, Esq.  
Galloway & Greenberg 
1835 K Street, NW, Suite 801 
Washington, DC 20006 

Mathew George 
Traffic Coordinator 
Transnuclear, Inc.  
Four Skyline Drive 
Hawthorne, NY 10532-2176

Office of the Secretaryaof the Commission

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, 
this 7th day of June 2000


